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The involvement of the Municipality of Milan within the PrepAIR project,
specifically concerns two actions:

• E.4 promotion of electric mobility

• C9.2 cycling workshops in schools

confirming and consolidating the policy vision of the Administration
towards a new and sustainable model of urban mobility management.



The action E.4 - Promotion of electric mobility,
will be realized in a few days in the context of
‘E_Mob 2021’, an institutional event promoted by
Regione Lombardia and Comune di Milano,
dedicated to the diffusion of knowledge about
electric mobility and its social value.

Prepair will participate in the event with two different
initiatives, in line with the City of Milan interpretation
of the project aimed at promoting sustainable
mobility among the younger generations, especially
through the use of bicycles for urban commuting.

The participation will be through the coordinated visual
identity, specifically designed for action E.4 city events
“ELETTRICITTA’_colora di verde la tua città”

LIFE PREPAIR@E_MOB 2021: 
ELETTRICITTA’, COLORA DI VERDE LA TUA CITTA’

Action E.4 - Promotion of electric mobility



CARICA E PEDALA
October, 16th and 17th, 2021

Presence at the 
E_MOB 2021 exhibition 
in the city streets
with a stand dedicated to the 
illustration and testing of 
e_cargobike set up 
for the management of 
family mobility.
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Written and performed by the 
“comicista” Paolo Franceschini, - a bit 
of a comedian and a bit of a cyclist -
who is also the testimonial of the 
Prepair communication campaign - a 
"Variety TV" version of his cabaret on 
electric mobility, written specifically 
for the most sustainable Prepair
project there is: the one with pedals!
A bit of history, the funniest anecdotes and the 
most up-to-date scientific data on the revolution 
that is changing the way we move around cities 
and territories. 
Interviews, quizzes with phantom characters and 
lots of useful information, with a lot of lightness 
and light-heartedness.

The premiere is specifically for 
students, but the recording will 
remain available on the various 
Prepair channels as an additional tool 
for dissemination and citizen 
involvement.

E_MOZIONI VARIETA’
World Premiere
October 19th, 2021, 
10:00 AM
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DrinDrin sees involved in its first edition 
(February-November 2022), about thirty 
classes of the first cycle of education in 
Milan: specially trained operators will 
participate in nine meetings per class.
In addition to the values and contents of 
sustainable mobility, public space and 
cycling, students will learn basic 
cyclomechanics, road behavior and road 
safety regulations, in class and during 
bike rides during school hours. Likewise, 
adults will be taken on an awareness 
journey about the benefits and 
opportunities of bicycling for children and 
youth.

Action C 9.2 - Laboratories of cycling in schools
For the realization of the action C 9.2 - Laboratories of cycling in schools, the City of Milan in
collaboration with the civic school of graphic design ‘Arte&Messaggio’ has promoted a competition for
ideas for the realization of an identity dedicated - given the plurality of the offer "Prepair" on the
territory of Milan.
Thus was born “DrinDrin_scuolainbici", the logo that well represents the workshops that promote the
daily use of bicycles on the home-school routes and in everyday life, involving in an educational path
both primary and middle schools, as well as school staff and families.









Health Benefits of the AQC Plan: 5,5 Billions Euro reduction 
of External cost for air pollution vs BAU scenario at 2030

Source: AMAT elaboration









CITY AIR REMOTE EMISSION SENSING

Milan
as a
pilot city
for new 
concept 
remote 
emission 
sensing 
systems

Milan for improvement of air quality modeling in urban planning



Thank you


